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The verse is a digital download file and is not a printed or physical product. Upon completion of checkout, you
will receive an email with a link for you to download the file and save to your local device. Please note that
ebooks and other digital media downloads are not returnable and all sales are final. The Enuma Elish was
read and recited widely throughout Mesopotamia but was especially important at the New Year Festival in

Babylon. During this festival the statue of Marduk would be taken from the temple and, amidst the revelers,
was paraded through the streets of the city, out the gates, to vacation' in a small house built for this purpose.

The Enuma Elish, especially, it is thought, the praise from Tablet VII, would be sung or chanted during this
procession. The verse is a digital download file and is not a printed or physical product. Upon completion of

checkout, you will receive an email with a link for you to download the file and save to your local device.
Despite its name, enûma elish is not a theogony but a cosmogony . The Enuma Elsih does not describe the

creation of the universe, but it records the creation of a particular universe - the Babylonian - and records the
creation and setting up of that particular universe. Now, the basic motif of all gods, or pantheons, is that of a
clash of gods. Babylon was just one of many small-scale pantheons on Mesopotamian plains, and it was not

created by some generic God; it was created by Marduk, and the other gods of the area only joined in as
necessary to set up the universe - the Babylonian.
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